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CONTENT:
This paper investigates the application of metallic hydrogen as 1. Introduction
! rocket propellant, which contains a specific energy of about 52 2. Metallic hydrogen history
kcal/g in theory yielding a maximum specific impulse of 1700 3. Main research efforts
s. With the convincing advantage of haviLga density fourteen 3.1 Choice of propellant combinations
times that of conventional liquid hydrogen/liquid oxygen pro- 3.2 Thrust chamber performance parameters
pellants, metallic hydrogen could satisfy the demands of advan- 3.3 Thrust chamber cooling
ced launch vehicle propulsion for the next millenium. 3.4 Storage concepts
Provided, that there is an atomic metallic state of hydrogen, and 3.5 Propulsion concepts
that this state will be metastable at ambient pressure, which is 3.6 Propulsion performance
still not proven, the present publication shows the results of the 3.7 Environmental aspects
investigation of some important problem areas, which concern 3.8 Reflections on costs
the production of metallic hydrogen, the combustion, chambe; 4. Summary
cooling and storage.
The results show, that the use of metallic hydrogen as rocket
propellant c:ouldlead torevolutionary changes in space vehicle 1. INTRODUCTION
philosophy towards small size, small weight and high perfor-
mance SSTO system: The use of high metallic hydrogen mass During the last thiay years space technology becamea more and
fractions results in a dramatic reduction of required propellant more economic factor in many areas. Inparticular, in the fields
volume, while gas temperatures in the combustion chamber of ES-LEO transportation systems but also in many fields of
¢xceed 5000 K. Furthermore it follows from this study_that hy- satellites a_lications the aspect of competitiveness gained in
drogen(liquidorslush)isthemost favourable candidate as wor- significance. Against the background of the expected increa-
king flukl. Ho_vever, jet generated noise has to come into singspaceactivitiesinnumberduringthenextdecades,assisted
intense consideration, due to the very high exhaust velocities, by the _.stablishment of growing space stations as well as by
which 9r_ possible with metallic hydrogen propellant, expanded missions to other celestial bodies up to its coloniza-
tion (moon and mars), the following aspects concerning the
Symbols and abbreviations: realization of those space projects should be regarded with
Ce : Exhaustvelocity priority:
DV : Velocityincrement a)Reduction of the specific transportation costs ($/kg-payload)
Hmet : Metallichydrogen by the factor 10 from today's level (about 25000 to 40000 $/
LHmet : Liquidmetallichydrog_ kg)
SHmet : Solidmetallichydrogen b)Increase of space transportation capacities
MA : Methylalcohol c)Increase of space transportation vehicle performance
M0 : Overall launchmass d)Reduction of negative implications to the environment (noise
M1 : Payloadmass power, exhaust gas reactions with ambient air, required pro-
M8 : Propellantmass pellant mass per kg payload, etc.)
Mn : Vehicle dry mass e)Increase of reliability
LH2 : Liquidhydrogen In view of these demands, the propulsion system represents the
SLH2 : Slushhydrogen decisive influencing component of launchers. The performan-
SH2 : Solidhydrogen ce of a rocket engine itself will be mainly influenced from theRPI :Rocketpropellantnumberone
quality of the used propellant combination, which is characte-
riz_ primarily by the specific impulse.
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iCOMBINATIoNPROPELLANT._p ($) DVhC ¢ [ MI/]_0 $/kg.Ml MS/MI where
t_wt_Ni!r(_'nc <2_o mou I ",'ra'tLOW raG, m_U h: Efficiency factor for energy conversion = 1-(Pc/Pc)°_1_
MEDIUM EN"EP,G _0-330 VI_!i_oMWI L G..W MEDIUM MEDIUM Q: Specific energy [j/a g] (=4.184E6.Q[kcal/gm})
ill(HI V'q_d:.llC 330-500 MEDIUM Low Low
su,v.rm.q)_F._-RGZn, ">5OO Hi_r 1vaaYLOWV_VLOW g: Gravitational const nt (9.81 rr'ds:)
[_p: Specificimpulle
! DV/(_e: Propellamperformancepartmeter
ml_o: p,r_o,d,,,,,,._o Using molecular hydrogen as working fluid, the energy release
$/kg-M 1: Specific T.,anlpormtion cost
_r .... u,_,,_,,,_-,,_, __ .... i el :he propellant can be calculated by multiplying the specific
Tab.l-I: General correlation between propellant perfor- energy of metallic hydrogen by the weight fraction of the
mance and main launch vehicle parmaeters energized spezies m the propellant For this case, complete free
radical reactions and complete quenching of the metastable
In Tab. 1-1 the effects of the realizable specific impulse on the species to the ground state wi!l be assumed.
characteristic performance parameters of launch systems is In Fig. i-1 the values for the specific impulse are plotted over
shown. A diminishing valueoftheengineperformance parame- the weight fraction of free hydrogen radicals in the propellam
te.r DV/Ce (corresponding to challenge c) as well as increasing and the specific energy, considering various efficiency factors.
lightweight construction capability lead to increasing payload In the ff_llowing chapters, the results of the investigation of
_atios (M I/M0) and therewith to increasing space transporta- some idcntificated problem areas ounce) ning the application of
metallic hydrogen as rocket propellant will be given, on condi-tion capacities (corresponding to challenge b). Increased pay-
load mass ratios could lead to reduced specific transportation tion,that atomic metallic hydrogen wiilexistandbemetastable.
costs (corresponding to challenge a). 2,,_dEffALL_[LYDROGEN HISTORY
Efficiency:
_i _ 2_ • : . . . : : . _ __.0 92._ The interest in metallic hydrogen as rocket propellant results
: ...... : _ ..... : : ' _ : : : ' 084
-- Ig9_ J ..... k-l.4. ISc/Pe,.800.+.._ ................. ;.,.!/.i[_---.-0-_ from the very high bonding energy between the atoms of the
t _ i(.a_-k-l< pc/r_-.- 6_._.._i...+:._.._.:_ "-°._2 hydrogcnmol_ule, combined with a very high density (proba-
, - _-_ __:9-.--i-:..-+:=_-i.--_o.Tj
& i._0 q. ii ;__i :: __.'._'- (--} "::--: bly 1150 kg/m3). The amount of energy which is necessary for
| _ t::i :i ::: i : __\-i i:i:::i..:.t the production of Hmet, that means the homob, tic dissociation
moo_:::i:::i:::i:::__C-iii:i:::_;:: of molecular hydrogen into the metallic atomic state (H_ <-->
" _-_--........i.. ::-i---!..-F.-!-! • 2FI), could be induced by pressure energy.
o_- i -: -i-. •
_0* PRESSURE STA TISTICS
] =_ _" ........ .I , 250F3 -Pressurem thecenterofthesun
0.0 f).l 0.2 0.3 0"I O.5 0,6 0,7 0._ 0,9 1.0 !
----) HI(H+H2)(-) _ _o(_
(I} It0 2to 3G '_0 30T'-- 7._; , ca. 170 -Press_e in center of Jupiter- metallic hydrogen ._10 3
:_ : /_ 1O0 -Pressure in the shock [TOll[in _ held of cxplotiort fronts _ _ _,
.,_ i vA 36 .Pr¢.... m center of ,_th _ _
• ' o
Fig. 1-1: Influence of weight frac:ion of free hydrogen radicals _. : ".__ _._,.... o_ote,,t_.,cru,t _
. ! /_ tO.In ttc¢,. shil_,of eiecta'on in not c ornpk_ted 3(:$,$h¢11 ^
in the propellant, H/(H+H2), respectively the specific energy, Q, * t0 I i "_ 2.5.4.0-Rang, or dl._n_flo_rtlm_n/nm_dl_lllc hydrogen It d ....
on the specific impulse, lsp, for various efficiency factors; k: . //1_7._.s-r,,_,_ttr . _ t_mot_._odh_ r. /_
. i _ 1 .Transfornmtion of eleclric conductivity cf mo_ rnateria_ _
ratio of specific heats, Pc: chamber pre._sure, Pc: nozzle exit to-j -,40_s t,)_,_,_,o_,.o,_.,._,_a,_._.<_o_.._._,_) _,_
i /,_ 0.02 -F.IL_t_cityof rneUtls like c.outchouc 8.-_pressure .l_ f/JtS.Ol5.Deformttionofrno,_ecuk)s g=
10 //]_ 0012 Mte,_ndoihtbe_omegl_aM _._
As may be seen below, the use of super high energy propeilants _,.,'i _ooo_°°__,_,,_,, ot_,r ,_.,_o_-,._,=,_'"=w_'_""r._.,
could reduce the propellant consumption considerably, in the t ;d o_,,n,_ ...... _'_--_,-f._'_*_'
..ii _'_0.0012 -prtssui_ in deepe*)t regions of oce|nt
course of which metallic hydrogen reprcsents the most promi- to o, _, o,o.._.,,.,._
sing candidate. The interest of this study into metallic hydrogen ,,':_,.,,. .. ,,.,,,.,,,')'_"_=''""'_.,,,,,,,_,_,.
as rocket propellant is based on the very high energy content,
which is equivalent to high theoretical performance, which in Fig.2-1. Pressure impacts
turn is indicalcd by the specific impulse.
The specific impulse formula used, is as function of the overall The corresponding developmcnt of the research on metallic by-
net energy release per unit mass of propellant and is derived drogen was not only aimed at the possible use as rocket propel-
from the cquation of the ideal exhaust velocity of a gas after lant butalsodue to ttsing thc supposed superconducting charac-
thermodynamic expansion. Introducing an overall efficiency teristics. Fig.2-2 shows in a selfexplaaatory way the essential
factor for the energy conversion (as a function of the ratio of acknowlegdments of ti_ metallic hydrogen research efforts.
specific heals, k, and pressure ratio, Pc/Pe ) lead to: There are two different procedures showing the growing stage
of knowledge, first on an e,_perimental basis, and second on
isp=(2.h.Q)e S/g (s) theoretical investigatk_ns. As may be seen, the main research
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3.1 CHOICE OF PROPELLANT COMBINATIONS
A!l parameters are plotted against the metallic hydrogen mass fraction
Dt_e_o fhe..ve_ high energetics of metallic hydrogen, yieI.:ling (respectivelyweight fraction).All dataaregiven for 68:1 expansion
very high thrust chamber gas temperatures (as may be seen ratio.The _,el_, storingcapaci;yof the_ro_!I_t gas mgleo.le_ i_indicatedby the specificheat ratio. Increasingvalues of Kindicate
later), a secondary propellant component is requir,A, which ab- decreasing energy storage capabilities,due to a lower numberof
sorbs the heat of reaction and serves as expansion medium. The degreesof freedoms, andin turn gives lower engineperformance.
choice of the right working fluid should be done against the
background of the general known propellant features. _'" [ 'SPECIFIC' ' ilI_AT kATlO----r- r------
Besides the combination of Hmet/LH2 as presented in the _,5 [ I lj__- ---'_
introduction, the following investigation_ include also more I I _ _ _
dense elements like slush hydrogen SLH2 and solid hydrogen _._|_" f_,t/c.z _"- .,,_t/Iffi _
SH2 which are cryogenic fuels, but also storable ones like the _-F_/nm_I"_ _ -_
conventional used rocket propellant RP1 and another candida- _'_ \ __/.---'/
re, namely methyl alcohol, which offers higher performances _,2 )_,.x. _1"_/
compared toRP1. Tab. 3-1 lists _bebasic data of the investigated \-..,/
reactants fuels. _' _ I l1,0
"_hemh:il Fomu_= En_alpy Phtse Temp.(K) Denslt,_ D_g
[ teal/mote) ] _/cm -_) nation" 0.O O.1 0.2 o.B 0.4 0.5 0.6 O.7 O.8 0.9 l.O
Hydrogen H2 ] -2154 I liquid _0T27 0r0709 1..1t2 --.Ip 11/(!!+il2)
RP-I CIH1.9a23 [ -4530 t liq.ui_ 298_i5 OFT/3 RP]MethyladtzoholC1H4 "l -57040 liquid 2_.15: o,7866 'ra^ Fig.3-2: Theoretical specific heat ratio data for given pro-
pellant combinations (frozen flow, 68:1, Pc=50 bar)
Tab.3-1: Reactants fuels data
Increasing atomic hydrogen weight fractions in the propellant
The choiceofthepropellantcembinationsdeterminesthetankagecon- yield higher thrust chamber gas temperatures and thus, will lead
cept. Forlackof dataaboutmetallichydrogenproperties(will it be a tO higher atomic hydrogen.tool fractions of the combustionliquidora solid?,storagetemperature?,etc. asexplainedinchapter3)
variov.spossiblepropellantcombinationsalter_ativeshavebeenregar- gases. Simple atoms, however, have only three translational de-
dcd.Theyare listedinTab.3-2(where .Pslant&forpowder,-G stands grees of freedom, and hence, yield lower specific heats, which
forgrain).Themarkedpropellantcombinations(PC-x)willbe e.naly- results in i,acreasing values for 1<.
sedbelow.
Lllmet Ln2 RPI MA SLH2 sn2 snmet- snmct 6oo_ PRO!i. SI/STEM t)met'/LH_
° tllL|lmet l_l PC2 PC3 PC4 [ _ _LI12 .... PC5 PC6 50(13 _ ,.
PC7 PC8 __Temperatu, ¢ -- -- _ / _'_
RPI PC9 PCI0 _[ :7,_SIll } IK':I3 i4
PC5._12:Hybrid Ilyll_mll
PCI3,14: Solid |_,na_ I_,_ S|)q_c. ]mpul,_e '"_'
Tab.3-2: Investigated propellant combinations z_r -- 7/-
|0(X] d/t/ ..........
..........
3.2 THRUST CHAMBER PERFORMANCE PARAME- o.o o._ 0.4 o,_ o._ l,O
The thrust chamber is the basic element of a chemical rocket Fig.3-3: Theoretical data of gas temperature and vac.
engine, Typical chamber parameters (defined in Tab.3-3) are specific impulse for Hmet/LH2 combination (frozen flow,
shown in the following figures 3-2 to 3-_, based on thermcche- 68: I, Pc=50)
mical computations which equate the heat of reaction of the
propellant combinations and the rise in cnthalpy of the combu- As may be seeo from figures 3-3,4, the vacuum specific imptd-
stion gase_ at frozen composition [16]. ses of the systems Hmet/RPl increases nearly linear for a wide
Tab.3-3: Thrust range of Hmet weight fractions (nearly the same for system
Parameter Symbol Unit
Specific healratio _ chamber peril)r- Hmet/MA), compared to the system Hmet/LH2, Moreover a
(.'haraclenstic velocity C* m/s mance parameters very high temperature level is reached very soon with increa-
(;astemperature T_ OK sing Hmet weight fraction, compared to the system Hmet/LH2,
I3ulkdensity db k_m 3 which yields a more constant gradient for the temperature
Vac.specific impulse Iva_ m/s curve. Increased chamber pressures shift the curves to higher
Dcnsiti'yimpulse Id Nsldm3 values for all combinations.
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The computations of the characteristic velocities yield the
_" _- following results:
_._ _" .Tile higiter values of Me characteristic velocity in the
sequence H2, MA, RP1 indicate a combustion process of
'_ higher energy and efficiency corresponding to a lower value
_:,:,_ of propellant consumption.
•Hydrogen as working fluid represents the best alternative
o.:,:, due io highest values for both, characteristic velocity and
o._ vac. specific impulse, at low Hmet weight fractions.
1_oo Volume S ec. lm ulse
14OOO
0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6 0,7 0,8 0,9 1,0
III(II+I12) 12f_O
10000
Fig.3-4: Theoretical data of gas temperature and vac. 8OOO
specific impulse for Hmet/RP1 combination (frozen flow, ----
68:1, Pc=50) 7.Results:
•Hmet propulsion systems with specific impulses of today's
values (4500 m/s), have combustion gas temperatures much 2ooo
lower (beneath 2000 K). o
•High Hmet weight fractions yield high specific impulses, o.o o.1 o.2 0.3 0.4 o.5 0.6 0.7 o.s 0.9 n
but also high combustion gas temperatures (up to 5500 K) _, H/(n._2)
•The gas temperatures of the systems Hmet/RPl ,MA rise Fig.3-6: Theoretical data of density impulse for given
rapidly with Hmet weight i'raction, those of System Hmet/ propellant combinations tfrozen flow, 68:1, Pc=50 bzr)
LH2 rise slowly.
•An increase of %Hmet from 30% to 80% will hold gas The results of ',,hecomputation of the volume specific
temperatures nearly constant below 5000 K for systems impulse are:
Hmet/RPI,MA. The specific impulse increases constantly ,The more dense working fluids RPI and MA shows an im-
from about 7600/7000 m/s to 12500./12200 m/s within the pressive advantage concer0ing tank volume reductions,
same limits, compared to hydrogen, which yields no more than 430 kg/
•The specific impules of the system Hmet/LH2 rise more m3 of bulk density even with 90% Hmet.
rapidly with Hmet weight fraction than those of the systems .Therfore the density impulses are much higher, using RPI
Hmet/RPI,MA. or MA as working fluids.
•The curves for temperature and lvac of the system Hmet/H2
behave nearly identical. To give a comps: ison of the combustion behaviors between the
•Hydrogen as working fluid is advantageous, due to less
metallic hydro,;en propellant combinations and other conven-
temperature criticality, tional liquid pn_pellant combinations used today, the vac. spe-
9000T--r--r-r-r--'r--r--r-_ cifie impulse an'l gas temperature are plotted in Fig.3-7.
,ooo_ If the specific impulse with metallic hydrogen combustion is
fixed on the level of the conventional high energetic combina-700O
6oo0 li,.ev_,,z tions (LOX/LH2, LOX/F2), the gas temperatures will be lower.
_,-.,_, In the case of the constant gas t_-mperature, the specific impul-
,_5°°°__. ' _ _ ses are much higher.
Res.lts:•There are lower thermal ri:_b;of thrust chamber due to
'_ __ lower chamber temperatures, if metallic hydrogen propul-
o siou is used in the realm of conventional specific impulses
13,0 0A 6,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 0.6 0,7 0,11 0,9 1,0
_. Iv(n+m) (low percentages of metallic hydrogen).
•An enormous increase in specific impulse arises, if chamber
temperatures are not kept within conventional limits.
Fig.3.5: Theoretical data of characteristic velocity and
•The combination using hydrogen as working fluid shows the
vac. specific impulse for given propellant combinations most extreme behavior in this sense.(froze,1 flow, 68:1, Pc=50 bar)
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_"O_--_;_,,c(_t'_']_ _''_t_..i...;... :...._....i...;..I _!...i! I: q :/m21He"or unit ,
.......... A,v._.._ #. v .vaazi II_at _Kl_._lbl _-UI_I llbll:,l|t
t t_ ) I', '. ! _''_" _ .... _" "V'"'"'!"T'" !"'"'ll
_t_ _ t C_:2_33o,)i_t _.I_p,tm ...)!_t4-...'-4t_,_ ]_ Tg :Absolutechamber gas temperature[K]
(_ .i._.<.......i.l-:..-_.......Is,r_,a_,_,_l¢_.\.i...._......l_....:-..It,x_ | TI : Absolutecoolantliquidtemperature[X]
.... t ,_ _ i _i_,_,; /..:.. .%.._ .:,..1,./1II i ! , _ ' i . : ; i , Q : Heat lxartsfetredperunit time[W] acrossa surfaceA [m_]
•_"_....... _-Iq _:_o-_,)" I-f--w"7_'--%' '_-,.'t 1"1b-II
.7.I L..:.._..... ' .:..' .: . . ..L. The determination of the overall film coefficient H is a rather
" _ __7_Ii;] _i_1 _' complex problem. It can be expressed as follows:
l lllllilillltl|llllllllll where
i!i ii i! ii'   ii! , :Thermalc°nductivityofchamberwall[W/m°K]
Propelllnl¢olnbinaiiollll hg :Gas film coefficient [W/m _ *K]
hc : Coolant liquid film coefficient [W/m 2*K]
Fig.3-8: Comparison of various propellant combinations "
(frozen flow, 68:1, Pc=50 bar) H is composed of the individualcoefficients for the boundary
layersand the chamber wall. The smaller H,the smaller is q. It
is one of the majordesign goals to keep gas side heat transfer
coefficient hg low, but the coolant liquid heat transfercoeffi-
3.3. THRUST CHAMBER COOLING cient and conductivity t/k high, in relation to hg. The cooling
problemwill be analysed ina verys;mple manner,base,4on the
In the case of increaseof the metallic hydrogen fractionabove given data for q and H of the SSME thrust chamber. It will
15% for the system HmeWMAand HtueWRP1 respectively ab- simplybe answered,how much the cooling parametersqand H
ov'_40% for Hmet/LH2 the chamber temperatures will increa- will change relative tothe SSME data,as functionof the relative
se over the values forthe conventional propellantcombinations change of chamber temperature(which is in tmn dependent on
which lies in the rangebetween 25(',0K and3700 K. Because of Hmet weight fraction).
the high heat transfer rates from the hot gases to the chamber The following table 3-4 states the most important material
wall, thrust chambercooling becomes a major design conside- parametersexemplary for the SSME, which uses the today's
ration.The objective was to investigate the influences of gas most developed integral CuA_.Zrdesign.
temperatures,arising from ! tract-combustion, on chamber coo-
ling demands. The results carl only be regarded as simple [ '" Plirlllllitel" ]l Unit I IntelrlliOIA&zl'seshnloiSSrJE ill Tendeacr
approximations. _,1 conductivity W/cm K 3,_ I_ould be hiilh
-C.oeIt'tcie_l of thl_t'_ld "' K.IE-6 16,5 Ithould "1_ low
Fig.3-9 shows schematically the cooling problem, which is ba- _,p,,_o_
' Wall thickml .... - i 0.07 Ihould _ 3w-t3"w_
sically one of heat and mass transport associated with conduc- o,,,_,_ ¢geffici_atH W/mZoK i 8.797 _ ,houldbehigh
tion through a wall. Itcan be treated as a series type heat-transfer ' P6i_'i'onsratio finnn"_hell 0.M "ibouldbehigh
,--t,atcl'ill
)roblem. ' Max. h_t flux q "W/cm2 ' 2B_t('_ ,hould be hi_
Fig.3-9: Tern- (fo,gl,_,,,=7.'_)
_.t,_ ,,,... perature gra- Tab.3-4: SSME chamber material parameters and
....c_,_.,"..... dients through overall tendency
c_.,,_._ .... chamber wall
Oulel will
_, .--,.-.-. [18]) Fig.3-10,11 gives an impression of the cooling difficulties
_,_r_,_ induced by chamber temperatures above '.oday's levels. The
l, percent changes of the heat flux, dq, the temperature drops from
'g.w ........
- _;" ...... -.- r,,,_o-,, absolute chamber gas temperature to the absolute liquid coolant
............ "°' ........ temperature, dT, and the change of the overall film coefficient,
340"KI
'....... dH, are plotted over the change of metallic hydrogen weight-- ttm_tilu_
g_l dlsia_l ff_ eenler hnt of I_ull Chll_r 1_94_)
fraction for the combinations Hmet/LH2 (Fig.3-10) and Hmet/
MA (Fig.3-11).
The general steady-state heat-tran<;ferequation can be expres- The zero-line represents the SSME technology with chamber
scd as h)llows: temperature of Tc=3637 K and coolant liquid temperature of
T1=420K. The changes for dq have been computed for constant
q=tlfrg-TI):Q/A dH and just the other way round, based on the general steady-
heat tranfer equation. It should be noted here, that this approxi-
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materials (at the point, where thought
$_" 3003y _-_w¢°st ehamql[,H h(0 _ i _g-_{ i lines of communication between the
• bars are crossing the zero-line). This
i't i11beN:°°:ing"/ i_ st eh mber:coo!ing t_chn ....... '"'
•-ffi_,250._ _iI-I .te_haotogy | critical range begins ior meiallic hv..
....... " : drogen fractions ob_ve 30 per cent
•_ _ __ill -_ ' I....... ! _ r _:- ! i
_= : i i -f]'Rangel marking increase6 iechn_og)_---..! ............ ::.....,: 200 ................. ::.. with Hmet/LH2 propellant combina.
¢.) ................ i..... I.I reouirements for chamber materialsj....._ ........... i ..... tiff and above 5 per cent with Hmet/
"_ 150,.- DT-__-, ........................._.............................i _ _Heatflux,q, mustbe_ MA due to increasing chamber tempe-/
"" todays technology I_ ...................... _.highcr, ifH=consL '_| lo0Hl,!_'_Y_t_h""l"gYl, r--i_ aq ] ,_ .) rature.
................ i.........1i......... i i ............ i ........._- This means for example that 50% Hmet
i- 50 iii iiiii .i..iiiiiiiii.ii[iiiiiill ........:=......i'._. _ ..... i ii.i inaHmet/Ltt2propeUantyieldsatem-
of 52.9 cent above the
perature drop per
reference value for the SSME. q ms can
__$__ o _._.._.._.[_._..._. be realized either by 40 per cent increa-
H N[_ '( tlC_21 j2_ t_re:yt_,,n _ i .......... (Heat tranffer¢,_ [ SSME with constant overall film coef-
4o .... ' ' . . se of the heat flux compared to th_
[__'_ "":""'_" i........... _..._must be Iowcrt if q=tonsL/]
q0o_-_, /. _/i. /, ./. / _ /_/ ficient, or by 28.5 per cent decrease of0.05 0._0 o,2o 0,30 0.4o 0.5 0.6 o.7 0.8 o.9 Lo the overall film coefficient with con-
slant heat flux capability. It it obvious,It' H/(H+LH2)
that tremendous efforts in the fields of
material research are neccessery yiei-
Fig.3-10: Sensitivity of chamber cooling for propellant dine material properties capable of meeting those demands.
system Hmet/LH2, relative to SSME chamber cooling On the other hand, Fig.3-10 gives the positive result, that
; tod "s cooling technology will be sufficient up to 30 per cent
mat computation does not regard the influence of changoA gas of, ,,net fraction, rcpresent!ng the potential for low cost cham-
composition by using other propellants than in SSME. The bcr technology.
results given below are oplimistic limits. The points in the figu- Results:
res 3-10,3-11, where the bars cross zero, will probably move to
•The propellant systems HmeIsLH2 and Hmet/MA shows
the left, due to the fact, that the investigated propellants yield 1o- different behaviors concerning cooling requirements.
wer molez'uLarweights than LOX/LH2, and hence yield higher .Todays cooling technology is applicable up to 30% Hmet
gas side heat transfer rates, for system HmcI/LH2.
The changey of premises indicate the beginning of the range, -Today's cooling technology is applicable only up to 5%
marking incrca::,'d technology requirements for the chamber Hmet for the system Hmet/MA.
•These values are optimistic.
--r-r--! ! _ ........ : : : : : _ _ , .The system Hmct/LH2offersagreat"" .+-
_" _'_ ....._--t._:_:--!.-- -._...i..:--:..---_--.L.i..._---._--!-_.--_ i.... _....... and cooling technology if Hmet-_ l"'l ! i Iincreasedheat llux,q irH=¢,,nsU _ .... i i...... :,__ potential for cost savings of chamber
......i .......i....._.........i...,..i.......:_.,..._........._......;....:, .. i...........
_' ,',, ]i : _ '. ' ' i " ! ) ' fractions beneath 40% are cho.-,endue
= _ : : : , i , , to their low cl_amber temperatures.
4n .ii] .i.]:i.i ... .. iil... ._. ._ ..'. .. .... iii.]. .The system lhnet/MA offers con-
_ stant cooling conditions in the range
i"'- ']] i ] .] i] . .Enhanced research towards materialswith increased thermal conductivity
'['1_ _ I I i '' 2_ ' t_anlsf,,;c,ieffi;c=1 ;1' ha;I_(; i ] ] _ =_ " _ I _ I I , i .... L,n(, low thermal expansion coeffi-l.]-:..i..l....... '. '.i ..... cientsisreq,ired.
(,o-.l,]]_cal......... ............yah,e/.......rot hmet"_wet_-_........................-i[i_:.. i : ' dHd'r !...... Further investigations concernings_- -- - ....... : ..... gas side heat transfer minimization
100- " moation arcnecessary.
0,05 i!,lO 0.20 0,30 0,40 0,5 0,6 0.7 0.8 0,9 1,0
.... _ II/(II+MA)
Fig.3-1 l: Sensitivity of chaml)er cooling for propellant system Ilmet/MA, relative
to SSMF chamber cooling conditions
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3.4 STORAGE CONCFPT_ _ _n/ -rr--q Prop.tank diameters I ......
If " _ -- ; ....
_i ""!,vsteml-lmetILH2_.,i_i_.i_.__ i]I
t . li ......._ '_ _ " "d'4"|'v¢l°Cltvlmc_r_mLY"_um'| I
This c,apte_ co,iai,s p.-ameuic t_tat_.........u__u,,,_...._,_.uu,_'1--':.....u, _ '' ........................PC_I!F;_':...............................r.......11-_;_;-d;;_&:__ "
basic design configurations of propellant tanks. These investi- , l,+.r,,_ll_.FAI.:_ _6_[_1ii _iai.i/iiiiiiii_........_.......;i __L_ ' ::_......_ "_'"":"'"''':'' "gations base on the assumption of metallic hydrogen being ]A__,41!-f,cJ rAl_ :::!::/::::___
= 14 _ _' +.......! .......i........i::__-_. ' .=SS--_'_'_"....stable at all pressures and in all different states of aggre__ation. _ ,2I_:_iHf,_l}.[:Ji-..;,..i.......i........ ....
3.4.1 Influence on propellant volumes . - i i i- I. .} + i........4.......i.......i.......
An important propellant parameter is th¢_ density. High densi-
ties are desirable to minimize the size and weignt of propellant
tanks and feed systems.
The Hmet weight fraction dependent storage volumes for the
propellant combinations Hmet/LH2,SLH2,SH2,RP1,MA have _ _ _o 2o _o ,0 _o 6o _ _0 9o _00
been computed fordifferent payload masses (5 Mg, 20 Mg and , Hm,tweighttraction(%)
200 Mg) for a 9300 m/s-SSTO-vehicle mission. Absolute
values have been connected with corresponding values for a
conventional LOX/LH2 system (O/F=5; Expansion ratio 68:1; _z_rop. tank diameters ,_;._.d._.: =
eq. flow) yielding 411i.67 m/s specific vacuum impulse. In "_ _-._---- i-I sFstemHmetlMA _rm_nt:¢_o_v,II _.._..,.i.._-_-_,__ .P Il_mdmall: _ '_l
_ [_ 1 [ _ : -- _ ; : .Vehicle dr_ mass 30M t
• , ! ::: Fig.3-12 the propellant volume fractions are plotted over the _ l_-r/'Al--i -_........... _,¢., _,_,,,,,.: _o,
Hmet weight fraction for the different propell_nt combina-
9 _'_; ........ _....... : ....... >.... ' : ............. _ ..........
1 ' ' _" 7 Ii
.o.s l ]+_i ![ .... erol,aia.t _otum,_ome*mon'
= ....I : ; ; ; ..... ' ' ' i : [
> _ 7J...._.._ ....... LLOX]LHZ.voium4m (lar_er p¢o_ v(du_l)_ ........ _.,..-i....
g= .....l_;;'. -_.*..i--..i-i-:.--..i....+..--!_v,_,lt_IE,,._t.._ _'1
ii _l[k-_ /i _ .Vehldedrymi_3OM|
I _ ! ! _..LOXALH2"voluml(_alt"rpr°li'v°luml)J ! [ |
T __-'!'"'T ..... ' _"_'"'r'"l
I o.o4--L-4-__ z ; I I . _ . . ] ; : ) J , ! !
o _,) _o _ ,o _o 6o _o _ _o _oo Fig. 3-13: Required volumes expre_ed as diameters of"_'-Mstailichydrogenweishtfraction(I.) spherical tanks of propellant components plotted over
metallic hydrogen weight fraction
tions.
Fig.3-12: Relative changes of propellant volume with Results:
metallic hydrogen weight fraction; factors at vertical axis .If hydrogen in liquid, slush or solid state is used as seconda-
indicate the change to the corresponding values for LOX/ ry propellant component at least 15%, 16 respectively i 7%
LH2 system mealic hydrogen weight fraction is required to be smaller
in propellant tank volume compared to the conventional
All line points above, a volume fraction of one are not as good LOX/LH2 system.
as the conventional LOX/LH2 system, they have larger volu- .Most effective reductions in propellant volumes are achie-
mes. A!I line points belowa volume fraction of one represent veable with methyl alcohol and RPI as secondary compo-
potential mass reductions. Hmet weight fractions above 17% nent. L_ss than 10% Hmet weight fraction will be suffi-
yield propellant volume reductions, compared to conventional cient.
systems. °40% Hmet weight fraction yield propellant volume reduc-
In Fig.3-13 the volumes data are expressed in terms of diame- lions less than a factor of 0.5 for all systems.
ters of spherical tanks to increse the vividness. .Increasing Hmet weight fraction reduces secondary compo-
nent propellant volumes very strongly meanwhile the
Hmet propellant volume increases moderately.
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INFLUENCE OF PROPELLANT STORAGE between the tank wall and inner insulation surf_e is purged i/3.4.2
TEMPERATURE with helium to reduce the vacuumdegradationby infiltrationof /air and toserve as leak-detection device. This insulatinn ._y_lem
Metastable metallic hydrogen propellant could call for storage delivers a thermal conducitivity of about 2.883E-2 W-m/m2-°K
temperature down to 5 K. If the cryogenic propellant compo- (which is equivalent to 0.2 Btu-in/in2-sec-oF).
heats LH2, SLH2 or SH2 are used, storage temperature still
down to 12 K ( for SH2) is required. The most serious tank
HONI_YCOMBCORBMAI)E OF
design problems forcryogenic propellants reduces to thedesign P_m__-m,_m_.,_DFIBEXGLAS$ CLOTH K['MO_PHIgRr•
of adequate thermal tank insulation.A simple approximation of _srrr:,s._, _
t..XMINATIB'IYI_
the inzulation thickness and specific density will answer the SPAC_.o_rco _sutAno_a*a_.ED
CORB wrrH BIPOXYRI_IIN
question, if storage temperatures in the mentioned ranges will _t._,m-,.*o,_T_l, I I I I I I ! I1 / D_._s_,:,,2,_
be problematic. _.._,.,,_ /
The insulation requirements r,aay be specified for the three _k\/\\_./'\___ _....rv._o_A_,_v_
phases listed in Tab. 3-5. a_,_rmcK,a _,_ _, STA_.a.._---------_ _D_aiL,_M _AS
r Rt'qulrlnB phmle I I Objective ]j MlterP, i ] _]_L TANK WALL CIIYOG_/_']C I_OI_EIJ.ANT
Ground hold period To indue* ev *ponuive lcmm _nd InsuJa6nll blanlm*,.(l_moved Irlor
e,,,_ _,. _,_o_ Fig. 3-14: Construction element* of a cryogenic tank insu-B_ol¢pham To mduee heal_'ans&r due to ¢.|. Laminal_l-_p_ inv.;Istion
•,_a_,_ _s lation design (external type); [from 15]Cout flilht in _ To p_v©nt propullam f_m Radiation .hield (mallr_sium omde,
radiation from _ tad the pltnet_ tilver applied u coating onto light
_'="_"_= The relative changes of thickness and density with storage
Tab.3.5: Insulation requirements for propellant tanks temperature connected to the conventional liquid hydrogen
system (T-storage: 201_) is shown in Fig. 3-15. The approxima-
From the mass of propellant tank point of view the ground hold ted values are given for the ground hold and boost phase requi-
period and boost phase are of importance. To investigate the rements.
latter point, the general steady-state heat-transfer equation has
bcen used: 9 ...._ _ Tankinsulationq
q : Heat fluxorheat, transferv.dper unitareaperunit time
_-_._ ....... [:l_'zl_/A
'"iiI .'_.............. _' W-mlm •*'/.-dqr_¢ 1 lQ/A : Heattaartsferredperunittime [W]_rossasurfaceA [m2] _ l:': _1 " " "]'{1 _ { :_" [ :" "{':'_':'_'_" :1_':1:1; _1_
, :Chamber,,,allthick_,essIml I -i_ --
k :Thetmedconductivityof chamberwall [W/moK] .t3
DT : Temp•differntialacross',.heinsulation(T2-T1) [K] -t_ ......................................... i.................. _............
17
Tab. 3-6 shows the regarded temperatures during the ground " ___ il__tt Ch. or _iii;i;;i_........_::::: i :
hold phase and the boost phase. _ _,, 2o
T [KI G_M boldph_ lk)_t ph_ Storl_,_ Icmp_rlHur: (K)
I or or Fig. 3-15: Approximation of per cent changes of the thik-Tlmta TIItm_t T21-T1,,- n T/a Tlttm_t TIIm_t T2b-T: rain T2_-TI Im_a
_: m 2_._ _ _*_ _': kness and specific density of propellant tank insulation
_0 so m _, _ _,0 _ material for various propellant storage temperatures,77 t92,J _ _o5,5 242# _3 _'t,5
_' n, 0 , o 3_, 4o_ .____z.___ connected to conventional liquid hydrogen storageTI :T*mpm*mmd imuladm surf*m emirth_a_k wall
_ .r.,,_.,,,,,_**,,_,,.,.,.,,,,,, conditions (20 K)
I : GrtmmlImldI_1_*
Tllm_t - Tlnu_.Z5
TIb_t- THinest,50 K
Tab. 3-6: Absolntetempe,aturesand temperaturediffe- Results:
rentials .Storage of propellants even at temperatures of about 5 K is
technically feasible and will not increase the insulation masses
As insulation a honeycor-b light weight sysmm has been dramatmally
choosen due to wide applicatlon for cryo-tanks. The cross- .Propellant storage temperatures in therange of slush hydrogen
section through the honeycomb-supported tank structuremay temperature(14 K) respectively solid hydrogen temperature (5
be seen in Fig. 3-14. The insulati_a consists of a honeycomb K)requirean increaseofinsulation material thicknessofabout
core filled with foam (isocyanate-type), installed between an 2.25%/5.99 % for minimum values of ground- hold phase re-
inner and outer facing laminate typesheet. The space of the gap spectively 0.87%/2.2% forboost phase conditions, cor3pared
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to liquid hydrogen storage conditions ('I"--20 K) tions. A new feeding alternative of Hmet could be realized by
•The increase ofrequired specihcdensit::'ofinsulationmaterial electricity due to the conductive properties of Hmet. The
will not exceed 5.73% in the case o." ground hold phase, required technology could be adopted e.g. from mass driver
respectively 2.21% in the cause of N'>ost nhage, if _lorag_ ennec,pt_ Magnetic fields moving a, ..... ,r,,, Tan,°, ..... -_,
requires 5 K. ducts acting as mass driver. Disadvantageous is the need of
•if storage is needed at 77 K a dramatic decrease of insulation extrapower required onboard. It isconceivable,_hat, during" -
it, '.trial thickness (-20.6%- ground hold phase) and density (- next millenium, energy transmission from the ground to the
!9.13%- ground hold phase) will happen, vehicle e.g. by laser beams could reduce this pioblem only to
one of energy conversion. Some aspects concerning the differnt
3.5 PROPULSION CONCEPTS feeding systems z.re given:
•If metallic hydrogen is available at temperatures in the range
The propulsion concept design will primarily be the question of of 5 K further research is necessary as to rotating parts of a
tank arrangemems, dependent on the state of aggregation of the
turbopump system
propellants. Although the probability, that metallic hydrogen .Lower mass flows make the use of :urtopump system easier
will exist in a so w: .,.rate, a liquid system has also been
•If lower percer, ages of Hmet are usec (together with over
investigated. A general review about the positive and negative proportional secondary m_ss requirements) a pressure feed
characteristics of liquid, hybrid and solid hydrogen propulsion system could be suitable for Hmet-feeding, a turbopump
systems wil! be given below, system for the secondary Component
3.5.1 Liquid metallic hydrogen propulsion systems
(tlmet/LH2,SLH2,RPI,MA) 3.5.2 Hybrid metallic hydrogen propulsion systems
(SHmet-P,G/LH2,SLli2,RP1,MA)
The liquid systems are the propellant combinations PC1,2,3,4
from Tab.3-2. Fig.3-15.shows the overall propellant tank The systems PC5 to PCI2 (see Tab.3-2, p. 4) use metallic hy-
heights, based on a conventional bipropellant tandem arrage- drogen in solid form in conjunction with liquid working fuels.
ment. The maximum diameters have been defined to 6 m for the Metallic hydrogen in solid state is most likely. It can be class°-
hydrogen tank and 3.8 m for the MA tank. fled as follows:
As may be seen from Fig.3- _ , the overall tank heights can be
reduced dramatically "_,!tb ,nctallic hydrogen propulsion sy- :..'lid,,,.t.,i,h_d,or_-_
stcms, compared to conventional launchers, t.___"j.._._;,_. __
"rLheprinciples °f liquid metallic hydr°gen pr°pulsi"_' c°ncepts r_................."°'" ' _'; _"]"" '*''--'-are _hown in Fig.3-17 (p. 12). T e feeding of the investigated _ .1.n_c _lidstit,
liquid propellants can be done by conventional methods, either t..___j/ ....... ...... ----_-,
by gas-pressure systems, by turbopump systems or by combina- . .... ,-,.,b,_.. _, ....
Itl -- ,lectern lllmetlLl12
ff,._)_; .... ::l,_-V::_,,-giU]
._ _Rc__.. ; _?v_-_9_: FiI.3-16: Different forms of solid metallic hydrogen
IflO
(x)
_> _ SHmet could be stored as powd_., (microscopic particle size,
-,, ____6 mI:H2.tank SHmet-P) or as grain (macroscopic particle size, SHmet-G).
• The powder concept can be subdivided according to the number
"_ of required tanks into monopropellant and bipropellant sy-
_1 _ l.ttmet-i_k stems. Monopropellant systems offer the chance to reouce the
'_)_) ll_[_i/ complexity of the overall storage system. Solid hydrogen c:,uld
_) be used as suspensiov in direct colubina'.ion with the secondary
_f) propellant component as slurry or gel. The latter is more viscous
than a slurry propellant.t)
,o_,_,., _ _ _, '., ,_,,_ The conventional grain concept repre::ents the classical solid
.... ) t.H,_t(*_) grain, which is cmbeddcd inside the mrust chamber. Small
pellets are :.toted iv. an extra tank. They will be in,,crted into the
Fig,3-15: Propellant tank dimensions for liquid metallic thrust chamber like tl,e ammunition of a submachine gun. The
hydrogen system (m 1:20 Mg; DV: 9300 m/s} rolling-up of solid meudlic hydrogen v, ire represent another
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grain concept, working fluid.
Common to all solid concepts except '_uspcnsions, is the lower A gel is a liquid containing a colloidal structural network that
package respectively storage density due toair-spacing. Howe- forms a continuous matrix and completely encloses the liqtfid
ver, this should be without prejudice for the overall system, if phase. For comparison of both concepts, see Tab.3-8. lllustra-
thefractionofme_llichvdro_,enw_,rearenn,gh aqmontlo, qPt! ';nnsofLhe concepts c_n be .... in t:;-'_ "7d 9 ¢ .... _,.1 .................... d_ll 1 l_,d'l I,
in previoqs chapters. The different concepts are explained I .... Slurry eoneept [ Gel concept
below. Most of them have been previously de,scribed for con- _ i.kedu_,,o_ro,er._,y,te.... pJe_, "--[ .Reduced number of comporte_ts
entional metal combustion. I .Sm._l,eh_ ,_-_
[ -Re.se_ch pro iectsjust ttn_r we_
[ -No mixing of fuels befo_ .No [_opelllmt slo,shingI in,,Fction • H_lmdlina eme3.5.2.1 Powder bipropellant concept DisadvRntages.Feedi.n.gorSllrn=tpr pelL,mtbymratrulo,'pres u_gw(iflFI
pro_ ll=.nt)
•Danger ot clogs+,, in the ducts/hnes, valves
This concept regards the solid hydrogen propellant as powder, -Compli,:atedl_ _q_ _ui=,J
•$,'x_cial pumps neo:ssm'y due Io high vlsc,u'-i_y
which is stored isolated from the respective working fluid. It ._r_-,systemrequited(ifdoumg)
will further be distinguished between separate injection (con- .Flo.I:,¢h.viordcpend=,tontempcrmtu_
.,Co¢,lmat of damTtber is problem=tic
cept A) and common injection (conceptB) into the thrust .m_hvi,co,ity(cmben_dumdb_'he.tinl0
•Pmpellm'u sloshing J -Stor:"¢ tr.mperlg, zm de?endanc'.'.'._chamber, as may be seen flom Fig.3-17. The SHmet-P propel- .R_in=dconstant mixing .She.atlt'.'_s_qulr_dto m-_e_t
lant will be fed by high pressure gas. The working fluid will be I no.rag•Additives (is gellactan|,) rr_.i,.:._c
fed by a turbopump driver, by a turbine, based on an open /'romerm .Filteringoftheslurrytop.... re:ogling
•Mech_mi.:al st_biluralion in the tmticip-,ed envlsonn'_m
combustion tap-off cycle. .I_fl_no, of Itmet weight fraction on flow t_ivior
In concept A the SHmet-P will be injected directly into the .t_z,,ninationofoptim.lparticl,-sin_
•Productionofhomogeneous particlesize
thrust chamber. Concept 13introduce a mixing of the compo- .Inns,=ofp_icle".,,eightdiaribution
.[:uelmg
nents before injection into the chamber. The mixing process is .We,beh,v_or(*,Hmn.... )
• V_lve technology
realized bymeans of theejector principle. The main a.:vantages .Monitoringi st.nan'_ntmtion(flow.qu_ntitie_madlevel.,int_)
and disadvantages of the two diergol concepts are summarized .T_nn-'behaviordueto parliciefriction
•Ignition behavior
In T_b.3-7. "Combustion chazacteriatics (droplet size, evmpemtion behavi':,r, burning
veMcir/, .
Concept A [ Concept B
Advantages .llighstor_gedensity Tab.3-8: Comparison of SHmet-P-monopropellant con-
•Fatsy controlltble force of reaction
i"No mixing of fuels before ] .More sl.npie ignition he_d cepts
_d_a-m _e'f- .l:_dtngofSIIrr,.t-Pontyby_an,or_,.... g.
•Lump mppetrmacem thet_nkdue tohumidity
•t_t ,o=,t;c,._in_ t._.k 3.5.2.3 Hybrid grain concepts
,Dtnger of clogging m the ducts/lugs, vtlves
•Complicated fil_r ter:hnique requb_d
•C_mplicatedtank8.,:ometry Hole macroscopic grains of Hmct are regarded. It is complete-.Noli,entture t_tiltble
•UnftvourtbleSttrnet-Pt,nkfc_rm ly unknown how solid metallic hydrogen in concentration of
•Compile,tedinr-,:,ion--y,,_m "t_,iv.of¢_oo,,y,te,_ 100% will interact with its environment. From solid atomic hy-•Mixing proz,e.,ts in LI_W;tchamber .Temperature grttdk,:'t, Jarmg
mixins=c-_ortcr._p drogen imbedded inside a solid molecular hydrogen matrix,diffe_nce!
_ms .t_t,_,,.,_onofopt_m,_pa,,_e,_ high regression velocities in the range of 2.1 m/s are known. For
.Productionofhomog..... pmrtide,_ this study metallic hydroger; mass flows will be assumed to be•[:!x:ling of SIln_t-P
•we._h,v,or(.,;]inn=rice,) in the range of today's magnitudes, possibly by means of addi-
•Valve t_:.hnology
,Monitoring m_tn.tmentation (flow, qt!_tities *nd levels inumk) tives.
•T_,-,.Ie-.h.vinrdu_top=ic_fr,ctinn In the case of the conventional zrain concgpt solid metallic•l_ni:ion b_h=vinr
hydrogen propellant is contained within the combustion cham-
ber, in which the liquid working fluid will be injected. A more
Tab.3-7: Diffe_ent aspects concerning Sltmet-P-bipropel- detailed critical examination may be seen from Tab.3-9.
lant concepts (A: separate propellant injection; B: The pellet concep( means, that spherical pellets of SHmet will
common injection) be injected into the thrust chamber. Disadvantageous is the
lower propellant package density in the tank and fluctuation of
3.5.2.2 Powder monopropellant concept._ (slurry/gel) the combustion, dependent on the injection rate. Advantageous
is the flow rate controllability arid engine shut down capability
A monopropellant system isa potential alternative toreduce'.he incase of emergency. Production could be easy due to the small
system complexity and therewith a good chance to reduce the size panicles, delivered by the diamond anvil cell.
space transportation costs. The problems of slurry combustion The wire concept is a completely new one. Solid metallic
are 5escribed in literature [171. Although these investigations hydrogen is spooled onto a coil which could be driven by
concentrated on coal-oil slurry combustion, many aspects can electric energy or pressare gas. Full thrust controllability is
be adopted for a metallic hydrogen _lurry concept, given. Disadvantageous will be the lower propellant package
Slurry means a suspension of solid pa,'ticles inside the liquid density combined with additional mass for thecoiland bear-io_s
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as well as the difficult sealing of the feeding lines. Moreove, the listed in Tab.3-10. They vanish immediately, ff e.g. stability of
solid propellant has to be pliable, solid particles can't be assured in case of quarrelsomeness
The diffe_nt grain concepts are compaired in Tab.3-9 while between SH2 and SHmet (e.g. due to different component t.em-
illustrations are shown in Fig.3.17. peratures or mechanical respectively thermal sensitivity). A
co,,,,ao,, wl,_ simple Illustration of the concept can be seen in Fig.3-17.
z_'. I r.,,.,. [
Advintala .llqOm_--L,_mi_ Advantages .Nofeedsystenn
•Healwt lpral_hty at Hmlt mmm .Nov_ves
•Lmi, coolial pt_flqml _' I .._Ey _'_ tc.._lz_4 I ._ay e,r,_t¢_m._
_ _,,=_,,,a _.__ i ._.,._,_n .SLmpIeh'aconstruction
_*-,._,_ I _*_ _ I.M,_w--,x.um _ Disadvantages -Difiqeultpfo_lhmtproduction
•rr_a _ I oA_oJu.us I i'm v,
.P,,_,rr_, _*_ ._ _*, i. ,._ I .No'L°wthnnt_x"'Scmodulationu_W'r_a_"
l .m_im-h.t _,,,. .1x_r_ duration storage _oblemafic
"/_lsadvantage_ _.t_at_ _,.-ity .Cigarette-bume_ (->snmll b.aming area. ehangin 8
.x,,u.,.nm_l._._t _ p,l:_ ._. I _, _ ,.,,., c,h_mbet vo hmae)
._ _,=_,.t.a_ I .s._i._ I _'_- Problelm :,Highunmperatutegradientstlvoughpropellant¢i_ng
•r'_ta_,_ti_ I .¢_,_n,_z:_ I .¢._pli_ t,,._u_ combustion¢ m_t z7 Im_n I I
IP_ .Di,"fi_ t zmlmg e/
[ ] f_lli_ .Urdmown combustion reaction velocity a,functi no,% Hmel
Problems .latlumm at ¢_ie m_ ,u_ _.'-
•Combull_tmb_hlvi_ v_l_i ' labili
•C_bm_*_ __.r_.t_,m_, .... Tab.3-11: Analysis of solid p.'opellant metallic hydrogen
t'_ _""_ [_'=_ propulsion concept
Tab.3-9: Comparison of potential grain concepts
3.5.3 Solid metallic hydrogen propulsion system (Sltmet-
P/SH2)
A solid propellant metallic hydrogen propulsion system is con-
ceivable as a .solid hyd:ogen matrix, in which solid metallic
hydrogen particles are imbedded. It makes more sense to use a
microscopic powder rather than macroscopic solid particlesbe-
cause of the more homegeneous combustion behavior.
A concept like this offers the known conventional advantages,
HYB_DH MET PROPULSIONSYSTEMS(_MET) _ET PHOPULSIONSI/_3_[I_-- -- SOLIDHM_f --
PROPULSION 3Y._TEM
BIPROPELLANT SYSTEMS
I /Z"" :"°"""SHmel.P High pree_Jrt pump
. ' ' ' _._ [3 Tu_'I_t_Q FIN.m
t 4 * F_or _ _ * 4 _ _ * LHma :gq_M
WF : Wo_Izl_I_fuel
SH mot. O _ (m_h)'l Id¢ohoi,
_/ l_ RP 1, tX2, SLH2)
- : _lld _lt"le
....................................................... L ....................
Fig.3-17: Illustrations of possiblemetallic hydrogen propulsion concepts
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3.6 PROPULSION PERFORMANCE 3.7 ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS "[
The following figure 3-18 gives the relations between metallic One dominant characteristics• of super high energy metallic.
hydrogen percentage in the fuel and global vehicle mass frac- hydrogen propellant is '..he specific impulse. However there
tions for :he most advantageous propellant combination, Hmet/ exists limits for the specific _mpulse primarily due to
• hP " hLH2. Of importance arepayload mass ratio M l/M0, dry mass acous,.ics.The negauve effects to t +surroundings of the launc
• • • rx i_ .... L.'- -.
ratio l_li,/_v_u a:ldplol_iiant mass ratio MS/'M0 which gives ,_,,_.l_.
total vehicle mass in the sum. .M*.chanical effects (e.g. on ground equipment by vibrations etc.)
'l-hevalues gwen base on simple basic rocket equation calcula- .Che:nical effects (e.g. on the atmospherelhe vehicle isflying through)
tiou rather than o,i a detailed mass model. Launch masses -Thern:al effects (e.g. on the atmosphere or on the ground)
required tor reaching the velocity increment of 9300 m/s with .Acoustical effecL_(on the surrounding but also on the vehicle itself)
•Emergencj destruction effects (around the point of vctficle destPtc-
constant vehicle dry mass of 30 Mg, are inserted into the tion)
columns for each calculation. Not all of these,:.ffects seem to be critical for the operation of the
launch-vehicle. The present paper discusses only the problematic
P,_,..n.... effect, which arisez due to the enormous exhaust velocities,
h'_"Ni-mK"li_lN'ls_ltN'lird_N"q47itl_ o.5o+] dependent on metallic; hydrogen weight fraction.
_-0[TM _ _ _,,.x_k"hrb_,,"q_'q_.'_x_"_qb,,_'xt-_o,s I_ M, The primary impact comes from the sound, wich is defined aso.ol4 \
"-'[ 0.*_2_ \ ___lt "'_l _ mechanical oscillation inside an acoustic medium. It is measu-
"N _ k,_/i[ll I IllP'YS*_dm"' P'U*MtavmI /
mmmlmmmmmmmm_mimmtmmmm. _ red as sound pressure and sound velocity. The oscillating pres-
_2] o_ 3 _1_ _,.,_,-,,-_-_,-_,_-N._k. \ ',_[-oa_ I_ surephasthemostdominantdestructiveinfluenceontechnical
L_oi.:_ _ _-__ _0., _ structures withresultingeffectsontheenvironmcnt.Practically
: the sound pressure level Lp is measured in decibel:
m ___ ,_/ _ The sound pressure produced by rocket engines can be divided,.o__O__ _ , 0_+ into jet-stream anise and combustion o se. The j t-stream
_+_ • o.o7_L_,.o,+, ,", ',_LN__"_,':_',_M'_"_ ,_/ / noise rises with the exhzust velocity and is therefore the
z3 _r_+G_dP.,,_.c,_+_,,_. _' .I dominating sound source.
I_- IIm•l mill .%'_."l|omlIqb'l
Fig.3-18: Approxi,nations nfthe main vehicle mass ratios Lp [dB] = 10 lgl 0_-'-0_"_
dependent on metallic hydrogen percentage and varying where:
payload masses (SSTO-ca_culation) _: Oscillating pressure
ResulL,;:
• Resulting vehicle launch masses for given mission demands To quantify the effect of acoustic noise, the power of sound has
me low, compared to existing launchers, even at low Hmet been calculated. Between 0.7 and 1.6 the Much en _itted power
mass fraction_, of sound by a jet-stream is raising with eight to the power of the
• Payload mass ratios were kept constant for different payload exhaust velocity v. With an exhaust velocity greater th_ mach
masses, two (v > 2 Mach), the jet-stream power of sound rises with 3 to
• Use of metallic hydrogen propellant yields a great [K,tential the power of the exhaust velocity (/27/, p. 281). Fig.3-19 shows
for launch mass reductions, the results of the parametriccalculation of the acoustic noise
• Increase of dry mass ratio with %Hmet results from constant level as function of the jet exhaust velocity with the distance r
payload mass. from the source as p,'wameter.
• At low metallic hydrogen weight fractions of 5%, with a Sound levels over 200 dB are not at all acceptable for technical
payload mass of 5 Mg represent mass ratios of todays structures. It should be mentioned that values over 194 dB
launchers (note:here SSTO calculation with DV=9300 m/s). would be equivalent to an alternating pressure greater than 105
•The propellant mass ratio decreases to a minumum of 50.4% N/m2!
with 100% metallic hydrogen.
•Payload mass ratios increase with payload mass for all As limiting values for sound pressure level it may be proposed
combinations, while the dry mass ratios decline. Today, dry [19]:
mass raiios in the range of 10% to 13% are feasible. All -145 _IB as maximum stress limit fi)r conventional rocket
computed dry mass ratios above this range (see Fig. 1) technical structures
indicate free mass potentials which could be used either for -160 dB as maximum stress for highly stable designed structu-
higher payload masses or for heavier but more stable and res and launch facilities (submersible launch towers, concrete
therefore saver vehicle structures, shelters for measuring tools etc.).
t .Dry mass ratio_ for 2¢.X)Mg of payload are Iowe_ .+ran 6.5%
in each case, which indicates the need for better leight Whereas from another authority [201 a maximum alternating
weight structures if payload mass is not to be reduced, sound pressure sl_'css of 0.1 bar (= i 0_ N/m z) m=: be regarded
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as tolerable. This limiting value isequivalent to a sound level of low launch masses respectively the high launch mass ratios re-
174dB. Future research activitiesattheTP.chnical University of present a possible potential to reduce the system costs.
Berlin wi!l include detailed investigations of the correlation In Fig.3-20, the approximated ranges of Hmet-vhicle launch
betwee high exhaust velocities and generated noise power, costs are marked, based on a parametric comparison withpast,
todays and near future launchers.
[girlFIllr: I[i$ll_° r lit|
,..o,,,,, ,,i,, ,,,,, ,_., +°,,,jr,°, j,,: ,.+1+_._],_ 1_ t /__.aunch costs Mio
., ", ,,,,l, ,,a ,.,: 7.,,., t5111117-_51}iii_?i!i-iii-_!ii.?iiiiiii..............._?:....... ....... ........+ ....
ttli _7 l_l'rl ¢10 _tn_lt_ _+ ,lrr hlt t,.s,',l _ t ........._'""_'"4"_'4"+!"_..........!--.-.!....!--.i-;--.-g_.......... _--..-_..._--+-_.:i.'-i
--L t +',iiiii+i ......._:, _,., _ .............. _
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Fig.3-19: Acoustic noise level as a function of exhaust jet _ t_..,_m,,,f_)
velocity with distance r as parameter [19]
. Fig.3-20:Approximation of launch costs of metallic hy-
Results: drogen transportati,:_' systems, compared to various
•Gas exhaust velocities above those of conventional systero_ launchers [1]
(4500 m/s), enha,_cethe maximum stresses of structt,.res (r.)_t
only of vehicle) near destructive limits, due to increased Conclusions:
noise levels. .Propellant combinations using more energetic working
•Metallic hydrogen weight fraction is an important parameter fluids (first hydrogen, second methyl alcohol, third RP1)
to be considered concerning acoustical effects, yield lower launch masses and hence lower launch costs.
•To take advantage of high energetic propulsion systems, .Launch costs can be. reduced with increasing metallic
methods concerning effective noise reduction (below 174 hydrogen weight fraction.
dB) have to beinvestigated. .Launch costs of Hmet-vehicles are much lower than con-
•The only effective method in the moment to reduce the ventional ones carrying the same payload mass.
noise powm seems to be air augmentation. .Areas for the Hmet-vehicles represent the upper limit of the
•Vehicle mass savings (due to high propellant energetics)
may probab,y be compensated partly by mechanical devices expected launch costs, because that the mass values are
to realize air augmentation, based on SSTO calculations (SSTO systems are less
complex compared to staded vehicle.q and will therefore
lead to reduced launch costs).
Fig.3-21 shows the correlation between payload capability and
3.8 REFLECTIONS ON COSTS specific costs ($/kg-payload). The approximated range for
Hmet systems is marked. Space traasportation based on metall-
The introduction of a new propulsion concept willbe favoured, ic hydrogen system will be,less costly, compared to conventio-
if there will be a potential for cost savings, namely for develop- nat systems, due to much lower launch masses for the given
ment and operation costs. In parficulax, the specific space payload masses.
transportation costs ($/kg-payload) respectivily the vehicle Further reflections on costs of Hmet-sysems are:
lauch costs are of impo.qance. They can be reduced through .The super high energetic propellant combination will
high payload capabilities, high launch rates and low system require enhanced security dt_manctswhich could lead to
complexity. Mostly, space system costs can be, expressed as higher operational costs.
function of masses, a_have been done in this study. It should be .Cost reduction poteatial due to less complex ground infi+a-
noted, that the following reflections are more general rather structure (smaller propellant storage facilities, smaller
than based on detailed analysis, hangars and launch towers, etc.)
As may be seen from Fig.3-18 (chapter 3.6), the use of a Hmet/ .Design of reusable space vehicles using metallic hydrogen
t.H2 propulsion sysstem yields overall launch masses, much propellant systems could bt advantageous due to smaller
lower than today's launchers. Hmet vehicles vieid furthermore overall vehicle size.
higher payload capabilities with less system complextty. The .Use of hy&ogen based Hmet combination could be much
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cheaper than hydrocarboncombinations, due to probably chcrs will decrease, due to increased prepulsion performance.
spreadinghydrogen house keeping world wide during the Nevertheless, gas exhaust velocities must not bc increased
next millennium, ualimited, due to noise imp.acLFor tlmtreason, the Hmet pro-
_llant combination using LH2 as working fluid is of advanta-
ge, yie!n_ngim_.-,zovemen_of s),s_m p,'_,'fe.,,_._nceseven with
today's exhaust vel_itics.
"_ _0¢O .......
..............:_...mmr,__ _: : : Themainresultsatzl co_.lusions followed theinvestigation of
:AIt_ : Abt_4_ : ! ! i id0o0o_........_:. :..=_........,._.....................................] .... combustion characteristics, thrust chamber cooling, storage
t# [ "X# ..4-- i _trk_b i i i _ _ ] ! _i conccpts, propulsionsystem pcrformance,cnvironmentalloads
....._'"'_" "?'_'".............._.......":'"'"." I""_'"... .
_,_'_-_',_ctm ,_,,,_ f,, _,-m=' and costs arc summarized below:
__ J_c m_.2,",..'_.i.,_._._ _.........._ '......._....._..._....._._.
•Combustion gas temperature is mainly dependent on
| mmo___'_.' ._N'' metallic hydrogen mass fraction (up to 6000 K with highI i I............... .::o o.0o low
_o m¢oo _omoo tionalLOX/LI-I2system :3750 K]).
" _- Ps_oatmm _ GTO0.z_ .There arc lower thermal risks of thrustchamber due to
lower chamber temperatures, if metallic hydrogeatpropul-
Fig.3-21: Approximat'on of specific transpo_',ation costs sion is used delivering specific impulses of today's systems
($-'895(8) of metallic hydr,_gen transportation systems (low percentages of metallic hydrogen).
compared with conventional sy_eems; data of given laun- -An c,,_ormonsincrease in specific impulse arises, if chamber
chefs have been convertedinto GTO data [1]
temperaturesare not kept within conventional limits
(combination using hydrogen as working fluid shows the
most extreme behavior).
•The propellant systems Hmct/LH2 and I-Imet/MAshows
different behaviors concerning cooling requirements.
The study investigates metallic hydrogea forthe applicationas .Today's cooling technology is applicable up to 30% Hmet
rocket propellant. Due to its very high theoretical specific for system Hmet/LH2.
enctg_ of 52 kcal/g, yielding a maximum specific impulse of -Today'scooling technology is applicable only up to 5%
1700 m/s, and itshigh densityof 1i50 kg/m_,metallic hydrogen Hmct for the system Hmet/MA.
would be an interesting propellant candidate.However, there .System Hmet/LH2 offers a great potential for cost savings
are many restrictions concerning the knowledge about metallic in the fields of chamber and cooling technolog)-.
hydrogen: .Enhenced m_terial research towards increased thermal
conductivity and low th*:rmalexpansion coefficients is
•The required atomic state of Hmet has not yet been proven required if high Hmet mass fractions are used.
(required pressures for dissociation in the range between 2.5 .Metallic hydrogen weight fractions in the range of 40% will
and 4.0 Mbar have not been achieved today), lead to increased payload mass ratios and reduced propel-
•Uncertainty about the melastability of metallic hydrogen lant mass ratios compared to conventional systems.
(probably Hmet will not be metastable). .Hydrogen as working fluid combined with Hmet represents
°Uncertainty about basic chemical and physiczl properties, the most interesting propellant alternative due to
like state of aggregation (F_obablyHmet will be a solid). -lowest overall vehicle masses.
-highest payload mass potential with respect to realizable
All investigations took place on condition that Hmet will exist dry mass respectively structure mass ratios even at low
in an atomic state and will be stable. Hmet weight fracuons.
Different types of potential pn_pulsion systems (liquid, hybrid -High percentages of metallic hydrogen may lead to a
and solid system) have been analysed. Three different propel- dramatic decrease of overall propellant volume due to high
lant combinations havebeen compared: metallic hydrogen with density of Hmet (1.15 g/cm3).
hydrogen (liquid, slush and solid hydrogen) as working fluid, -The most effective reductions in propellant volumes are
with RP1 and with methyl alcohol as working fluid. The main achieve.able with methyl alcohol an._.RPI as working fluids.
system parameter is the metallic hydrogen mass fractioo, which .Low temperature propellant storage (for _.ypicalprelaunch
influences the overall propulsion and vehicle performances -hases) at about 5 K could be achieved with conventional
primarily, insulation techniques.
It may be seen from this study that metallic hydrogen i_ of .Meta_table liquid state of metallic hydrogen would be of
advantage, compared to propellants used today. The overall advantage, compared to solid state, due to technical proven
vehicle masses enhance the complexity of possible Hmet laun- components (feeding system, valves, etc.). :,4
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